
 

The girls' swimsuit competition. All the participants looked nervous as they waited for the results to be read out. Anu, Ananya, Chandra... "Somya!"

What's your favourite article on this blog? They are all so good! I personally enjoy reading about movies with an Indian connection. You can find movie reviews on "Ocean of Fantasy" and "Peepli Live" there. I love both of these films! Which is your favourite? Be sure to let me know either in the comments or by emailing me at editor@hindustanihype-blog. com. It's been a while since I've read a blog
post from someone else. I hope you keep writing. I love this blog a lot! How did you find the time to do this? You must be working hard! Hey what could make one want to jump off a cliff other than 3D movies? Love the blog by the way. Keep updating it man !

The girls get into a fight with each other about how they should have been trained from childhood. They all laugh at each other and say that it's not their fault because of their parents' divorce, but Anu then says, "We were brought up differently". Everyone stops talking and they all look at her. She says that since she doesn't have a mother or a father, she can't blame them for anything. Now the girls are
really shocked, but Anu laughs and says, "I'm kidding! Did you guys think I was serious? But you know, my father did do something terrible". The girls listen as Anu tells them what happened.

Somya is at home on the couch with her friends Neha and Sanaya. They are all stressed over college applications. Neha is trying to decide which university to apply to, while Sanaya doesn't know what she wants to do with her life. Somya doesn't have a problem with college though. She already knows that she wants to do a MBA in London. Her mother comes down and says that they need to get her
passport renewed. They don't have the correct documents so they will have to go talk to Inspector Jaiswal at the police station. 

Inspector Jaiswal has been waiting for them since morning. He is still really angry about what happened with Anu's case and is not very impressed by their business class passports, which he calls "paper". He says that they need to go to the immigration department. We switch to them now. They are at the immigration desk. The girl at the desk is getting annoyed because she can't understand any of their
answers. She asks them to repeat themselves, but they are still stuttering. Finally, Somya says that someone called Reema Dutta is her authority and gives her phone number. Inspector Jaiswal hangs up and tells Somya that he will have to see what he can do about this problem because it's important for Somya's future. One of his associates then comes over for a chat with Somya, but she doesn't want to
talk about college so he has no choice but to leave her alone...
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